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We strongly recommend that the product owner read all contents of this manual 

before operating your cargo lift.  This will help the product owner to be more 

informed in the execution of his/her safety responsibilities.   This will also help 

ensure longevity of the cargo lift. Each operator should be trained as well, 

particularly in the safety considerations. We place high priority on safety and we 

recommend that you do the same.  
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

A cargo lift is designed to carry cargo, NOT human passengers.  Design and 

manufacture considerations are provided in this product to properly accommodate 

its intended cargo transport.     

The cargo lift is designed to move between two or three levels of a structurally 

sound building.  The Cargo Lift includes a cargo size of approximately 4’ X 4’, a 

carrying load capacity of 800 pounds, and, travels approximately 14 feet per 

minute.  It is constructed of long-lasting aluminum and stainless-steel materials 

including anti-skid flooring.   

It is supplied with a highly reliable electrical control system for executing normal 

up, down, and stop actions.  This control method incorporates a wireless remote 

transmitter which enhances user convenience. Please lock the control box when 

not in use. 

The dual mast design provides a safer and more stable lift.  A durable stainless steel 

enclosed motor transmits electric power to the unit drive reliably.  Stainless steel 

aircraft quality cable is applied with dual winders to reduce cable wear. Sealed 

rotary limit switches are provided for additional operating safety and smoother 

controlled stops.  All the above features are provided to achieve a rugged design to 

withstand the elements which sometimes can be demanding.   

 

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

The Product Owner is responsible for safe handling of the cargo lift always in all 

circumstances.  The following safety instructions are provided for the Product 

Owner and anyone who the Product Owner may authorize to operate the cargo 

lift.  

1. No one under the age of 18 should operate this lift without adult supervision. 
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2. Never allow children under the age of 18 to be near the cargo lift unattended 

when it in operating. 

3. Never allow anyone to be within 10 feet (10’) of the operating path of this cargo 

lift when in operation. 

4. Never operate cargo lift when under the threat of lightening or severe weather. 

5. Never allow anyone except a qualified service person to enter the runway of the 

cargo lift, above or below the car.  Similarly, no object or animal should be 

allowed in the runway of the cargo lift. A moving lift can cause severe injury to 

anyone in the car runway. 

6. Never exceed rated carrying load capacity. 

7. Never by-pass, remove or otherwise disable any control sensors or safety 

features. 

8. Never operate when showing signs of damage or unusual operations including 

unusual noise and/or vibrations. 

9. Never operate when cables appear to be frayed or damaged. 

 

 

The Product Owner’s responsibility for safe handling of this cargo lift is as follows: 

1. Never operate cargo lift when the car gate and/or landing door are not 

functioning properly. 

2. Never enter cargo lift when car floor is not even with structure floor level. 

3. Never place a wireless remote transmitter in a pocket or any other place where 

inadvertent operation may occur.  

4. Never open car or adjacent structure gate when in motion. 

5. Never operate cargo lift in the case of fire and/or smoke. 

6. Never start-stop or reverse the cargo lift continuously. 

7. Never allow anyone to operate the cargo lift when under the influence of 

alcohol or drugs.  Cargo lifts are considered a piece of heavy equipment and 

should not be operated by anyone using prescription drugs. 
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BASIC OPERATIONS 

Our instructions for your convenient operations follow: 

1. There is a main electrical power supply breaker that must be engaged prior to 

operating. 

2. An “on-off” electrical isolation toggle switch is provided in the remote-control 

box.  This switch must also be in the “on” position to operate. 

3. All gates shall be closed.  

4. The basic operating procedure is simple as follows: 

A.  Hold-in the “up” button for the cargo lift to move up. 

B.  Hold-in the “down” button for the cargo lift to move down. 

C.  Depress the “stop” button to halt the lift movement. 

BASIC MAINTENANCE 

Products such as cargo lifts that are designed and manufactured with electrical, 

mechanical and structural capabilities; and, that operate within an integrated 

system normally require periodic maintenance.  This maintenance enhances safe 

operations longevity of the product.  

Recommended maintenance and service follows: 

1. An inspection should be performed within the initial 90-day period of operations 

to make routine adjustments that may be required by normal changes in a 

product’s installed geometry.  These can be natural physical changes in product 

components resulting from normal product loading and/or local environmental 

conditions. The adjacent structure may also shift and cause need for such 

adjustments. 

2. A full inspection should be performed at least twice per year regardless of the 

amount of operations. 

3. A full operational check of the product’s control system and its individual 

components that comprise the control system should be performed within the 

above recommended semi-annual inspection. 
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Never operate this product before properly addressing any of the following 

conditions: 

1. Evidence of any structural deterioration of either the product and/or its 

adjacent mating structure 

2. Evidence of frayed cables 

3. Evidence of unusual noise and/or vibration 

A qualified service person may apply additional maintenance recommendations 

that ensure favorable aesthetics. 

 

HURRICANE PREPARATION 

It is recommended that these preparations be made for an anticipated hurricane.  

These preparations should be made well in advance of the dangers of a hurricane. 

1. Lower the cargo to the lowest position. 

2. Remove electric power by opening the main breaker. 

3. If the cargo lift has experienced unusually high winds and/or water exposure by 

flooding, the unit shall not be operated until re-qualified for service by an 

authorized service person. 
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REGISTRATION FOR WARRANTY 

Registration for the Warranty must be completed via our website at 

www.galaxylifts.com within 30 calendar days of install date to register and 

validate warranty.  

Galaxy Unlimited, LLC Cargo Lift Warranty 

This warranties only to the original purchaser of an aluminum cargo lift purchased 

or used for private and recreational purposes, the following:   

1.  That the structural components of the aluminum cargo lift are free from 

manufacturing defects or defects in craftsmanship for a period of 5 years 

when purchased from Galaxy Unlimited, LLC or any authorized agent of 

Galaxy Unlimited, LLC.  During this period, we will provide replacement parts, 

without charge, for the structural components of the aluminum cargo lift 

which exhibit manufacturing defects of defects in craftsmanship.  Defect is 

determined at absolute and sole discretion of Galaxy Unlimited, LLC.  

Replacements, of any kind, does not include labor or shipping.    

2. That the gear unit components of the aluminum cargo lift are free from 

manufacturing defects or defects in craftsmanship for a period of 1 year 

when purchased from Galaxy Unlimited, LLC.  During this period, we will 

replace gear unit components, without charge, for the gear unit components 

of the aluminum cargo lift, or any part or piece thereof, which exhibits a 

manufacturing defect or defect in craftsmanship.  Defect is determined at 

absolute and sole discretion of Galaxy Unlimited, LLC.   

3. That the electrical components of the aluminum cargo lift are free from 

manufacturing defects or defects in craftsmanship for a period of 1 year 

when purchased from Galaxy Unlimited, LLC or any authorized agent of 

Galaxy Unlimited, LLC.  During this period, we will provide replacement parts 

for the electrical components of the aluminum cargo lift, or any part or piece 

thereof, which exhibits a manufacturing defect or defect in craftsmanship.  

Defect is determined at absolute and sole discretion of Galaxy Unlimited, 

LLC.  Replacements, of any kind, does not include labor or shipping. 

This limited warranty becomes effective as of the date of installation to the 

original purchases ONLY if the original purchaser registers the unit via Galaxy 

http://www.galaxylifts.com/
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Unlimited, LLC website (www.galaxylifts.com).  Once registered, a warranty card 

will be send to the original purchaser via email and direct mail.  Registration is a 

condition precedent to Galaxy Unlimited, LLC obligation under this limited 

warranty.   

To submit an acceptable claim under this limited warranty, the Original Purchaser 

must provide the following information in writing to:   

Galaxy Unlimited, LLC 

6470 State Highway 198 

Mabank TX 75156 

 

1.  Full name and Address 

2. Model and Serial Number of Unit 

3. Date of registration of warranty 

4. Clear and specific description of the defect 

5. Parts need to be returned to Galaxy Unlimited, LLC before replacement parts 

are shipped to the Original Purchaser.   

 

This limited warranty does not include labor costs associated with repairing or 

replacing the aluminum cargo lift, nor does it require Galaxy Unlimited, LLC 

services for the repairing or replacing of the aluminum cargo lift.   

This limited warranty is valid only when such products are used under normal 

conditions of recommended use.  This limited warranty does no cover replacement 

or repair of the aluminum cargo lift, or any part there of damaged by acts of God, 

abuse, accident, misuse, neglect, alteration, repair, disaster, overloading, 

negligence, unauthorized use, improper installation, improper testing, improper 

product selection, failure to follow maintenance recommendations, failure to 

follow instructions or warnings, or any other case beyond the control of Galaxy 

Unlimited, LLC.   

This limited warranty does not cover routine maintenance and serve.  Any repair 

work performed on the aluminum cargo lift, or any part or piece thereof 

manufactured by Galaxy Unlimited, LLC; other than an employee of Galaxy 

Unlimited, LLC or authorized agent, shall void this warranty.  This warranty is not 

http://www.galaxylifts.com/
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transferable or enforceable by any party other than the original purchaser.  Parts 

provided pursuant to this limited warranty to be free from manufacturing defects 

or defects in craftsmanship, under the same terms as set forth herein, except that 

the time period for the limited warranty shall, in this instance, be the greater of 

ninety (90) days from the date of the replacement part was delivered to the original 

purchaser, or the period of time reaming on the original limited warranty.  This 

limited warranty is limited to aluminum cargo lifts sold and used in the United 

States.   

The sole and exclusive remedy provided by this limited warranty is the providing of 

replacement parts for the aluminum cargo lift, or any part or piece thereof 

manufactured by Galaxy Unlimited, LLC as more fully set forth in this document.   

All warranties implied by law, including implied warranties of merchantability 

and fitness for a particular purpose, are disclaimed or, if a disclaimer is not 

permitted by applicable state law, are expressly limited to the durations of the 

coverage period set forth above.   

Contact Information 
 
Galaxy Unlimited, LLC 
DBA:  Galaxy Cargo Lifts and Controls  
6470 State Highway 198 
Mabank TX 75156 
(888) 317-7203 
(903) 451-3255 
www.galaxylifts.com 
 
We appreciate your business.   
 
 

 

 

 

http://www.galaxylifts.com/
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Our Promise to You 

At Galaxy Unlimited, LLC promise to provide you, our customer, with the quality 

product that you deserve.  Galaxy Unlimited, LLC promises each customer that 

we will make every effort to produce a product that is done right the first time 

and installed to you high standards.  Galaxy Unlimited, LLC covets your comments 

about our product, installation and our service that we are providing.  If you, our 

customer does not relay any issues to us, we will never know that we need to 

make our product better.  We, at Galaxy Unlimited, LLC, encourage all customers 

to fill out our satisfaction survey, so that we may know where our shortcomings 

may lie, or that we have done a good job for you by making your life easier.   

 

Please visit our Facebook Page and/or Google page.  Leave us a comment!  Future 

customers need to know your thoughts about Galaxy!   

 


